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Writing Together
by Diana G. Pace and Kathleen M. Blumreich

+
Although we have been collaborating informally for several years
(sharing ideas, reading drafts aloud, proofing and editing one
another's essays), the first time we shared a written project was in
the spring of 1996: with Bart Merkle, we wrote "Making GVSU
Work" for the Grand Valley Review (Vol. XIV, 1-4). In that piece,
we discussed various forms that faculty/staff collaboration might
take, as well as some of the circumstances under which working
together is "forced," "initiated," or, more happily, "serendipitous."
The article concluded with our assertion that:

Diana Pace is Director of
Counseling and Career
Services. She has a Ph.D.
from the University of
North Dakota.
Kathleen Blumreich, an
associate professor in
the English Department,
came to GVSU in 1987.

As a university community, we need to
encourage more 'shared vision' collaboration between faculty and staff as a way
to solidify GVSU's commitment to liberal education, encourage interdisciplinary studies and research, improve the
campus climate, enhance the international mission, build stronger collegial
relationships, and contribute to the surrounding West Michigan community. (4)

In an effort to practice what we preach, we have since co-authored
the review of Silverman's book reprinted here, and a review of
Melanie Thernstrom's HalfWay Heaven (forthcoming in the Michigan Personnel and Guidance ]ournab. Currently, we have plans to
write an essay on Jonathan Harr's A Civil Action. And to combine
more fully our academic disciplines and training, we hope to team48
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teach a course on Literature & Psychology.
Many writers cringe at the thought of co-authorship. If
approaches to the topic, styles, or even ideas about such basics as
organization don't mesh, there can be trouble. But we've found a
system that works for us. After deciding to write together, we discuss
the text (or central thesis) at length; at this point, argument is
welcome and expected. Then, keeping in mind our intended
audience, we establish who will do what. In the case of the Silverman
review, Diana located the relevant research materials, annotated them,
and prepared the citation sheet. Since she is more familiar with the
readership of the journal of College Student Psychotherapy, Diana also
designed the overall "shape" of the review; that is, she determined
which aspects of Silverman's book we would stress, and wrote the
first rough draft. Kathleen then revised the essay-filling in gaps,
selecting examples from the book, re-arranging details within
paragraphs, fussing over style, and so forth.
Once we have a fairly decent draft, we settle in for a compromise session. Invariably, there are problem areas: a passage that one
of us doesn't like, a section that lacks adequate support, a paragraph
that needs a new transition, a sentence that feels clumsily short or
that goes on for too long. Because our goal is collaboration, however, neither of us allows "ownership" to spoil the project. Instead,
we each give here and there, thus allowing us to move on to the final
draft, to the final proofing and copy editing.
Co-writing can be difficult and time-consuming; certainly we
recognize that the method we use may not work for anyone else.
Even so, we recommend the process of collaboration, particularly
when it requires communication across traditional discipline boundaries. Working together provides opportunities for great discussions,
increased understanding of and appreciation for other areas of interest and expertise, and even an occasional publication. +

